The ability to silence, in a temporally precise fashion, the electrical activity of specific neurons embedded within intact brain tissue, is important for understanding the role that those neurons play in behaviors, brain disorders, and neural computations. "Optogenetic" silencers, genetically encoded molecules that, when expressed in targeted cells within neural networks, enable their electrical activity to be quieted in response to pulses of light, are enabling these kinds of causal circuit analyses studies. Two major classes of optogenetic silencer are in broad use in species ranging from worm to monkey: light-driven inward chloride pumps, or halorhodopsins, and light-driven outward proton pumps, such as archaerhodopsins and fungal light-driven proton pumps. Both classes of molecule, when expressed in neurons via viral or other transgenic means, enable the targeted neurons to be hyperpolarized by light. We here review the current status of these sets of molecules, and discuss how they are being discovered and engineered. We also discuss their expression properties, ionic properties, spectral characteristics, and kinetics. Such tools may not only find many uses in the quieting of electrical activity for basic science studies but may also, in the future, find clinical uses for their ability to safely and transiently shut down cellular electrical activity in a precise fashion.
Introduction
The ability to silence, in a temporally precise fashion, the electrical activity of specific neurons embedded within intact brain tissue, is important for understanding the role that those neurons play in behaviors, brain disorders, and neural computations. Over the past several years, we and others have discovered that a large number of light-driven ion pumps naturally occurring in archaea, fungi, and other species, can be genetically expressed in neurons, enabling them to be hyperpolarized in response to light. These molecules, microbial (type I) opsins, are seventransmembrane proteins, which translocate specific ions from one side of the membrane in which they are expressed, to the other, in response to light. For example, halorhodopsins are light-driven inward chloride pumps, which, when expressed in neurons, enable them to be hyperpolarized by orange light (Fig. 1ai ). Archaerhodopsins are light-driven outward proton pumps which, when expressed in neurons, also result in hyperpolarization ( Fig. 1bi ). These proteins are monolithic, and encoded for by relatively small genes, under a kilobase long, small enough that genetic delivery to specific cells (e.g., via viruses, transfection, electroporation, transgenesis, or other methods) is achievable using many conventional methods in animals commonly used in neuroscience, from Caenorhabditis elegans to nonhuman primate (Adamantidis et al., 2007; Atasoy et al., 2008; Bi et al., 2006; Chan et al., 2010; Chhatwal et al., 2007; Dittgen et al., 2004; Douglass et al., 2008; Han et al., 2009a,b; Huber et al., 2008; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Kuhlman and Huang, 2008; Lagali et al., 2008; Li et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 2005; Petreanu et al., 2007; Schroll et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2008; Toni et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2006) . Further, thanks to the proliferation of optical devices driven by microscopy innovation as well as from other fields (e.g., telecommunications and computing), many devices exist or are easily engineered for the delivery of light to specific brain regions, even deep within the mammalian brain (conveyed via implanted optical fibers or waveguides; e.g., a typical 200-mm diameter fiber with end-of-tip irradiance of 100-200mW/mm 2 can illuminate a volume of a few cubic millimeters), and even in a wirelessly controlled fashion Gradinaru et al., 2007; Wentz et al., 2011; Zorzos et al., 2010) . In vitro, conventional microscope fluorescence illuminators, such as xenon lamps, mercury lamps, confocal or two-photon lasers, and LEDs, equipped with fast shutters, deflectors, or controllers (Boyden et al., 2005; Campagnola et al., 2008; Farah et al., 2007; Guo et al., 2009; Petreanu et al., 2007 Petreanu et al., , 2009 Rickgauer and Tank, 2008) , suffice to drive these molecules, the majority of which operate under illumination with incident light in the range of 0.1-10mW/mm 2 at typical levels of expression in typical cells.
The speed of operation of these molecules is high, as they respond to light within milliseconds, and shut off rapidly after cessation of light delivery. For operation, these proteins require the cofactor all-trans-retinal as their essential chromophore, which acts to capture light. This chemical, being a natural beta carotene derivative, occurs in many organisms (such as mice, rats, and primates) at high enough background levels so that external chemical supplementation is not needed; for species such as C. elegans and Drosophila, whose background levels are lower, feeding of the all-trans-retinal to the organism suffices to enable supplementation. Because of this ease of use, adoption of these molecules for use in neuroscience has been rapid.
Overview of light-driven ion pumps
The first fully genetically encoded optogenetic tool to be utilized in neuroscience was the light-gated cation channel channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) from the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. This light-gated nonspecific cation channel, when expressed in neurons, enable the neurons to be depolarized with blue light (Boyden et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 2003) . The channelrhodopsins, and the origins of optogenetic tools, are reviewed elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 2), as well as in other earlier references (Boyden, 2011; Chow et al., 2011a) . Like halorhodopsins and light-driven proton pumps, channelrhodopsins are all-transretinal binding seven-transmembrane proteins, and so there are some similarities in structure and function across these different opsin classes. Unlike channelrhodopsins, which open up a channel pore when gated by light, halorhodopsins and light-driven proton pumps translocate one ion per photon absorbed, which may in principle limit light sensitivity, but also means that they can pump ions against a concentration gradient, causing significant voltage swings less limited by the reversal potential of specific ions in neurons. Halorhodopsins, as exemplified by the lightdriven inward chloride pump halorhodopsin from the species Natronomonas pharaonis (Halo/NpHR; Lanyi et al., 1990) , were found in 2007 to function in mammalian neurons, where they mediate hyperpolarizing currents of 40-100pA (Han and Boyden, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007) , which is sufficient to support modest neural silencing ( Fig. 1aii ). Because of the low currents that the original Halo could produce in mammalian neurons, due to limited protein trafficking in mammalian neurons that hampers expression at high levels (Chow et al., 2010; Gradinaru et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008) , usage of the original Halo has largely been confined to use in invertebrates such as C. elegans, where it appears to function sufficiently in neurons and other excitable cells, to modulate behavior . In 2011, however, a group reported for the first time the use of the original Halo to mediate behavioral changes in living mammals (Tsunematsu et al., 2011) , expressing Halo in the orexin/ hypocretin neurons of the mouse brain via the generation of a transgenic mouse line. The orexin/ hypocretin neurons of this mouse, when illuminated, undergo reductions in spiking (Fig. 1aiii) , and when such illumination is performed in the awake mouse, the animals enter slow-wave sleep, thus showing that brief silencing of this pathway is sufficient to induce sleep. Light-driven proton pumps, as exemplified by the archaeal protein archaerhodopsin-3 (Arch/aR-3) from Halorubrum sodomense ( Fig. 1bi ), were found in 2010 to function well in mammalian neurons in the service of lightdriven neural silencing (Chow et al., 2010) . Arch, and its close relative ArchT, from Halorubrum sp. TP009 (Han et al., 2011) , can mediate photocurrents of 900pA in cultured neurons (Fig. 1bii ), and can mediate complete light-driven neural silencing of neural activity in mice and primates (Chow et al., 2010; Han et al., 2011) , in response to yellow or green light ( Fig. 1biii ).
Light-driven inward chloride pumps and lightdriven outward proton pumps are found in species of archaea Klare et al., 2008; Lanyi, 2004 Lanyi, , 1986 Mukohata et al., 1999) , bacteria (Antón et al., 2005; Balashov et al., 2005;  Han et al. (2011) . (iii) Neural activity in a representative neuron recorded in awake mouse brain (top, middle), as well as a population of neurons in awake mouse brain (bottom). Shown is neural activity before, during, and after 5s of yellow light illumination, displayed both as a spike raster plot (top) and as a histogram of instantaneous firing rate averaged across trials (middle, bottom; bin size, 20ms). Adapted from Chow et al. (2010) . 52 Beja et al., 2001 Beja et al., , 2000 Friedrich et al., 2002; Kelemen et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2008) , fungi (Brown, 2004; Waschuk et al., 2005) , and algae (Tsunoda et al., 2006) . Because halorhodopsins, bacteriorhodopsins, and archaerhodopsins have been crystallized and characterized by spectroscopy, mutagenesis, and physiology, much is known about their structure-function relationships (Enami et al., 2006; Essen, 2002; Kolbe et al., 2000; Luecke et al., 1999; Yoshimura and Kouyama, 2008) . To date, these light-driven ion pumps have been found chiefly by analyzing genomes for sequences that resemble those of light-activated ion pumps and channels, followed by assessment of these gene products in heterologous expression systems (chiefly cell lines, neurons, and intact mouse brain) (Chow et al., 2011b) . Interestingly, a great many light-activated ion pumps from species all over the tree of lifeeven the very first one ever characterized, the Halobium salinarum bacteriorhodopsin-were able to mediate neural hyperpolarizations when assessed in cultured mouse neurons (Chow et al., 2010) .
Properties of opsins and how they affect performance
Each of these opsins has a different characteristic action spectrum, which describes the set of colors that optimally drive the opsin to function. Although chloride pumps are chiefly driven by yellow light and possess largely stereotyped action spectra, proton pumps exist in many different kingdoms of life that are driven by many different colors of light. For example, the fungal light-driven proton pump from Leptosphaeria maculans (Mac) is drivable by blue-green light, and thus, alongside the earlier molecule Halo, which can be driven by yellow-red light, enables two-color silencing of different sets of neurons ( Fig. 2b ; Chow et al., 2010) . That is, a Mac-expressing neuron will be quieted by blue light, but not red light; in contrast, a Haloexpressing neuron will be quieted by red light, and not blue light. ChR2, which is blue light driven, can also be used alongside silencers such as Halo which are yellow or red light driven, even in the same cell, enabling depolarization and hyperpolarization of the doubly targeted cell by blue and yellow light, respectively (Fig. 2a ). The delivery of multiple opsins to the same cell can be facilitate by the use of 2A linker peptides to combine the genes for multiple opsins into a single open reading frame (Han and Boyden, 2007; Han et al., 2009b) , useful for bidirectionally assessing the causal role that a given set of neurons plays in a single animal, or for perturbing complex properties of neural dynamics such as neural synchrony (Han and Boyden, 2007) .
In this review, we will summarize the properties of these opsins, surveying how they are expressed in cells, how they conduct ions across membranes, how they cycle in response to light, and how they respond to light of different colors and powers. The optogenetic molecules here described were isolated from archaea and fungi, species whose lipid and ionic compositions, and external environment, differ greatly from those of neurons. Accordingly, the heterologous expression of these molecules in neurons may result in performance characteristics that are very different from what would be expected from their expression in their native cells (Chow et al., 2011b) . Indeed, this means that the performance of opsins must be assessed directly in the cell types of interest, as it can be difficult to predict how these high-speed molecules will function in a specific milieu, from their properties as characterized in another one.
Some general guidelines and considerations apply, however. First, to insure efficient translation, it is useful to codon-optimize molecules for the target species. Second, to boost membrane expression, it is often helpful to append extra protein sequences to opsins to improve their protein folding, membrane trafficking and localization, and even subcellular compartmentalization (Chow et al., 2010; Gradinaru et al., 2008; Greenberg et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2008) . Third, although many groups use these molecules to change the voltage of neurons, it is also useful to explicitly consider the ions translocated by these pumps; for example, they can be used to change the levels of specific ions in cells or subcellular compartments, in a temporally precise way. Fourth, the photocycle kinetics can be used to determine which molecule might be best for a given scientific application; for example, various light-driven ion pumps may enter different states that may render them nonfunctional for periods of time (Fig. 4) . It is critical to remember that these light-driven ion pumps are not simple on-off switches; they undergo a series of structural rearrangements, with many intermediate states between light reception and final restoration of the molecule to the initial state. Over the past several decades, a myriad of structure-function studies have been performed on these molecules (Bamberg et al., 1993; Blanck and Oesterhelt, 1987; Braiman et al., 1987; Brown et al., 1996; Essen, 2002; Gilles-Gonzalez et al., 1991; Hegemann et al., 1985; Henderson and Schertler, 1990; Kolbe et al., 2000; Lanyi, 2004 Lanyi, , 1986 Lanyi et al., 1990; Luecke et al., 1999; Marinetti et al., 1989; Marti et al., 1991; Mogi et al., 1987 Mogi et al., , 1988 Mogi et al., , 1989a Rudiger and Oesterhelt, 1997; Subramaniam et al., 1992; Tittor et al., 1997 Tittor et al., , 1995 Varo et al., 1995a,b) , linking specific amino acids with specific kinetic and spectral properties of the molecules. Fifth, the light-sensitivity of a molecule can determine how well it will function in the brain; improving light sensitivity can enable larger volumes of brain to be controlled than possible with less light-sensitive molecules (e.g., Fig. 1bii, bottom) . In the following sections, we explore these properties, for light-driven chloride pumps and light-driven proton pumps.
Protein expression and photocurrent magnitude of light-driven ion pumps
The N. pharaonis halorhodopsin Halo/NpHR, the first microbial opsin to be used for optical neural silencing (Fig. 1a) , has a reversal potential of approximately À400mV (Seki et al., 2007) , and although it comes from an archaeon that lives in very high salinity environments, the optimal chloride concentration for its operation is actually very close to that found in neurons (in contrast to that of other halorhodopsins such as the H. salinarum halorhodopsin, which demands far higher chloride concentrations) (Okuno et al., 1999) . This may be one of the reasons why it works in some neurons in some species (Fig. 1aii and aiii) . However, at high expression levels, Halo forms intracellular aggregates (Gradinaru et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008) , an issue that can be ameliorated by the appending of trafficking sequences from the Kir2.1 channel (Gradinaru et al., 2008 (Gradinaru et al., , 2010 Zhao et al., 2008) , which reduces aggregation and increases photocurrent manifold over that of the baseline molecule. Other signal sequences, such as a prolactin localization sequence, also increase halorhodopsin photocurrent (Chow et al., 2011a) ; it is important to note, however, that different sequences may do different things in different cell types in different species.
The H. sodomense archaerhodopsin Arch (Fig. 1b) , possesses strong photocurrents that exceed the original N. pharaonis halorhodopsin currents by an order of magnitude, both at low and at high light power (Fig. 1bii, top) (Chow et al., 2010) . Arch can mediate nearly complete silencing of neural activity in awake behaving mice (Fig. 1biii ). Arch does not require trafficking sequences to achieve these high levels of performance, although they can help to boost expression and/or current yet further (Chow et al., 2010) . Other opsins that are similar in amino acid sequence to Arch have been described in genomic and gene sequence databases; all of these Arch relatives, found in other species of the Halorubrum genus, also express well in neurons (Han et al., 2011) . One of these Arch relatives, the archaerhodopsin from Halorubrum sp. TP009, presents photocurrents that are about 3.5Â more light sensitive than those of Arch (Fig. 1bii, bottom) , supporting the silencing of broad brain regions, and neurons in the cortex of the awake behaving macaque (Han et al., 2011) . Light-driven proton pumps are powerful at neural silencing, a perhaps surprising fact given the relative scarcity of protons relative to other major charge carriers in the brain (such as Na þ , K þ , or Cl À ); the fast kinetics of archaerhodopsins (Lukashev et al., 1994; Ming et al., 2006) , and their good trafficking in mammalian cells, among other attributes, may support the high performance of archaerhodopsins. These light-driven outward proton pumps, interestingly, do not change cellular pH to a greater extent than do opsins such as ChR2 (whose proton conductance is 10 6 times its sodium conductance). Specifically, illuminating Arch with relatively bright light when expressed in cultured neurons resulted in alkalinizations of neurons by 0.1-0.15 pH units, a change in pH of smaller magnitude than that seen with ChR2, perhaps due to the high proton conductance of channelrhodopsins (Berthold et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009; Nagel et al., 2003) . From an end-user standpoint, illumination of Arch-and ArchT-expressing neurons, in awake mice and macaques, for periods of many minutes, did not alter spike waveform or spike frequency when comparing before versus after silencing.
Kinetics of light-driven ion pumps
From a kinetic standpoint, all of the halorhodopsins we have examined to date inactivate by roughly 30% every 15s under typical illumination conditions (1-10mW/mm 2 , of yellow, e.g., 593nm, light; see Fig. 3a and b) , consistent with the photocycle topology shown in Fig. 4a (Chow et al., 2010; Han and Boyden, 2007) . Further, recovery in the dark of halorhodopsins from this inactivated state is slow, taking tens of minutes for full recovery (Bamberg et al., 1993; Han and Boyden, 2007; Hegemann et al., 1985) . Although this rundown may somewhat compromise performance over very long illumination periods, it is possible to drive the molecule out of this inactive state by using UV or blue light (Bamberg et al., 1993; Han and Boyden, 2007;  Fig. 3aii and b) . The entire photocycle is summarized in Fig. 4a , with the limiting time constants noted in the diagram, and with the states denoted by the light absorption properties of the state, as is conventional. The outer circle of the photocycle describes the dominant mode of operation, in which, after photon absorption, a chloride ion is released into the cytoplasm, and then a second 55 chloride ion is taken up from the extracellular space, thus fulfilling the chloride pumping action. In the center of the photocycle diagram, however, is a proton-pumping series of states that involve the long-lasting inactive state described above, here denoted HR410. This HR410 state is the inactivated state that can be reprimed back to the initial state using blue light.
In contrast to the kinetic properties of halorhodopsins, archaerhodopsins such as Arch and ArchT spontaneously recover in the dark, even after extensive illumination ( Fig. 3c  and d) . The time constant of recovery is in the range of tens of seconds, in contrast to that of halorhodopsins, which is in the range of tens of minutes. Although archaerhodopsin photocycles are still relatively uncharacterized compared to those of earlier-discovered opsins, some insight into proton pump operation can be derived from consideration of the H. salinarum bacteriorhodopsin photocycle (Fig. 4b) . The topology of the photocycle shares some similarities with that of halorhodopsins, although many of the timescales are significantly different.
Toward the future Improvements in optogenetic silencers are rapidly transpiring, driven by the burgeoning amount of microbial genome being sequenced as well as the influx of bioengineering approaches such as mutagenesis and protein engineering. It is likely that the kinetic and amplitude properties of these molecules will continue to improve, given that only a small part of genomic space has been explored, and only a small number of mutations and protein changes (e.g., the appending of Kir2.1 trafficking sequences) have been explored. From a scientific standpoint, the optical silencers have been broadly applied in the service of assessing the causal role that specific neurons play in the behaviors and neural computations implemented by brain circuits. Now that these molecules have been safely and efficaciously used to modulate neural activity in awake macaque (Diester et al., 2011; Han et al., 2009a) , it is also intriguing to ponder whether new neural control prosthetics will arise, capable of silencing overactive neurons or deleting pathological neural activity patterns, in human patients, in the future. Fig. 4 . Photocycle models for the two major optical neural silencer classes. (a) The halorhodopsin photocycle at high-power continuous illumination on the timescale of a typical photocycle (i.e., conditions used for neural silencing, greater than few milliseconds). The HR410 intermediate is the origin of long-lived inactivation in neural silencing (e.g., Bamberg et al., 1993; Han and Boyden, 2007) . (b) The photocycle of the H. salinarum bacteriorhodopsin. The photocycle has been simplified to reflect the dominant photocycle at large continuous illumination on the timescale of a typical photocycle (i.e., conditions used for neural silencing, greater than few milliseconds 
